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The Stewart Indian School is an intact eighty-ttire.e building, educational complex 
located three-and-one-half miles south of Carson City, Nevada. The site, which encom 
passes 109 acres, includes a landscaped campus surrounded by high desert to the south 
and by recent residential development to the north, east, and west. The Stewart Indian 
School, which operated between 1890 and 1980, served as Nevada's only off-reservation 
facility established for the education of Native Americans. The school was organized 
in 1890 as the Stewart Institute and was originally housed in a two-story, wood-frame, 
Colonial Revival building located on the Ormsby County Road, south of Carson City. 
The school grew to an educational complex incorporating eighty-three structures in a 
unified, aesthetically pleasing design which represents a conscious effort to bridge 
Native American and White cultures.

The majority of the school's surviving structures were built between 1922 and 1956 
from designs by former school superintendent, Frederick Snyder, and the Department of 
the Interior's Construction Division. These buildings are Vernacular in style and 
constructed in multi-colored native stone. The Stewart Complex forms a unified his 
toric district distinguished by integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and historical association.

The Stewart Institute was established through. Nevada State legislation in 1887, 
making it the only Federal Indian school to be created by an act of a State legisla 
ture. In that same year, Senator William Morris Stewart sponsored Federal legisla 
tion recognizing the establishment of a facility for Native American education empha 
sizing self-reliance and cultural assimilation. The Stewart School was subsequently 
organized.

An early report submitted by Superintendent W.D.C. Gibson to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs in 1891 described the Nevada school as including a 143 r -0" x 115 T -0", 
two-story balloon frame building, "in an early Colonial style of architecture" as 
well as two dwelling houses, a barn, root house, shed, and chicken house. The school 
was sited on 240 acres of ranch land south of Carson City, Nevada.

Structures completing the first school complex included a carpenter shop, harness 
and tool house, laundry, wood and coal shed, storehouse, b.oys f and girls' water closets, 
and a three-story, 10,000 gallon water tower. The facility also incorporated a horse 
corral, calf pens, and a wagon yard. (These first structures were replaced c.1920.)

By 1901, the school was renamed the Carson Industrial School. Increased enrollment 
necessitated the construction of a wood-frame girl's dormitory as well as an acetylene 
gas holder, and two additional warehouses.

In keeping with the school's reclasslfication as the Carson Industrial School, 1.901 
also witnessed the laying of foundations for a shop.building designed to house the 
school carpenter, tailor, and blacksmith shops as well as a school wagon works, cobblers 
shop, and harness shop. As a reflection of the facility's expansion and growing enroll 
ment, the school received a Federal appropriation in 1901 for the cons±ruction of a 
water system and steam heating plant.

(See continuation sheets attached.)
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Stewart Indian School is exceptionally significant for its association with 
twentieth-century Native American education and for the role the School played in 
western Native American cultures. The Complex is architecturally significant as an 
intact example of a U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs rural boarding school and is distin 
guished by a unique collection of Vernacular design buildings dating between 1910 and 
1944. The architectural character of the site can be attributed to Frederick Snyder, 
a career veteran of the B.I.A. and a life-long advocate of Native American education, 
who served as Stewart's Superintendent from 1919 to 1934.

Stewart's founding in 1890 coincides with the B.I.A.'s directive to provide adequate 
off-reservation schooling for Native American children. The School was one of twenty- 
five such institutions in the nation operating at the turn of the century, and it is the 
only one in Nevada T s history. In addition, the School included the only secondary school 
for the State's native population.

In 1887, the Nevada State Legislature established an Indian School Commission to 
develop a school for Native Americans in Ormsby (now Carson) County. The School was 
named after Senator William M, Stewart who promoted the concept in the U.S. Congress. 
In 1889, a large Colonial Revival dormitory and school building were erected and the 
School was officially opened on December 17, 1890. Stewart Indian School thus became 
"the only education facility in the United States created for non-citizens of the 
Federal Government by use of the State funds. Furthermore,... Stewart became the only 
Federal Indian School to be created by an act of a State Legislature."!

The off-reservation boarding school was intended to teach students basic trades in 
preparation for a self-sufficient life. It was also intended to assimilate young Native 
Americans into White culture the logic behind locating such schools as far removed from 
reservations as possible. Stewart Indian School implemented a program of assimilation 
with characteristic prohibitions against speaking native languages and practicing native 
customs. Unlike many such schools, the application of these policies at the Stewart 
Indian School was filled with compromise.

Under the guidance of Superintendent W.D.C. Gibson, the School enrolled 105 students 
in 1890. With the dormitory capacity at 100, excessive demands were immediately placed 
on Stewart ! s single, two-story structure. The need for additional space was a problem 
throughout Stewart's history. During the first ten years of Stewart's existence, site 
improvements included the construction of a girls' dormitory, a building for an acetylene 
gas system, and two warehouses. In addition, the School's surrounding open space was 
placed in cultivation and the foundation for a new shop building was laid.

(See continuation sheets attached.)
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In April of 1903, Congressional appropriations financed the construction of an 
employee T s building and hospital as well as general repairs to the school. Landscaping, 
initiated under Superintendent Gibson, was continued through the first decade of the 
twentieth century with the introduction of Lombardy Poplars to the site. Rail access to 
the school was established in 1906 when the Virginia & Truckee Railroad constructed a 
spur connecting the campus with the town of Minden to the south.

By 1915, electricity had replaced the school's acetylene gas system in lighting the 
institution's buildings. During this period, plans were also initiated by Stewart's 
Superintendent, James B. Royce, for the construction of a hydro-electric plant in Clear 
Creek Canyon west of the campus. This plant was intended to provide the school's 
electrical needs as well as power the irrigation pumping stations necessary for the 
site's agricultural development.

Although major improvements were made to Stewart's mechanical systems during the early 
decades of the twentieth century, similar improvements were not undertaken for the school's 
built resources. Reports submitted in 1915 by Colonel L.A. Darrington, Special Indian 
Agent for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, indicated severe deterioration of the school's 
early buildings. Among Darrington's recommendations for the educational facility were the 
centralization of Stewart's four heating plants, the addition of fire escapes to school 
buildings, and the abandonment of the original Colonial Revival main building.

Frederick Snyder was appointed Stewart Superintendent in 1919 following the death of 
James Royce. Royce died during an influenza epidemic which struck the school in that 
same year. During the major reconstruction and expansion of the facility which paralleled 
his tenure as school superintendent, Snyder was instrumental in establishing the design 
program followed by the existing complex. This program emphasized simple functional forms, 
consistent low scale, symmetrical bay divisions, regular proportions, and the use of multi 
colored native stone as a primary construction material.

The plan for the Stewart campus adopts a modified gridiron form with principal school 
buildings concentrated in the northeast quadrant and living quarters located in the north 
west. The plan is divided by a northeast-southwest primary axis and is further subdivided 
by secondary roads and walkways. Major campus arteries are delineated by mature shade trees

The majority of the surviving Stewart School structures were built between 1922 and 
1940. Buildings dating from the 1920's and the early 1930's were erected by student and 
Native American contract labor under the direction of James and John Christopher, principals 
in a local contracting company and operators of a quarry along the Carson River. Although 
stone for the Stewart buildings was secured from sources throughout the State, much of the 
facility's distinctive metamorphic rock originated at the Christopher quarry.

Stewart structures from this period are characteristically single-story, masonry 
building with exterior walls averaging twenty-two to twenty-four inches in depth. 
Walls are laid in random courses with a mortar mix combining lampblack. Mortar joints 
are tooled and beaded.
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A combination of multi-pane industrial casement windows and multi-pane metal sash units 
are found. Window openings are frequently defined by cut stone, flat arches, and cast con 
crete sills.

In the mid-1930 f s the Construction Division of the Department of the Interior assumed 
an active role in the design of the Stewart Complex. Carl Sederstrand, the Division's 
Chief Architect, continued to apply the design formula developed under Superintendent 
Snyder to new construction at Stewart. The majority of the Sederstrand buildings are 
modest "Cape Cod" dwellings which reflect designs popular in suburban architecture of 
the period.

Major construction at the Stewart Complex concluded with the start of World War II. 
Improvements to the site during the 1950's were confined to the construction of two 
dwellings in 1956 (Building #37 and #61) while the 1960 f s and 1970 f s witnessed the 
addition of several contemporary academic buildings.

The Stewart Indian School was assessed as seismically unsafe in 1980. Fifty acres of 
the vacant facility have since been turned over to State control; the remainder is managed 
by the^GSA. A compatible use for the facility is currently being explored.

The following are brief descriptions of the eighty-three buildings included in the 
Stewart Indian School Historic District. Sixty-three of .these buildings are considered 
contributing elements to the historic district, while the remaining twenty are 
classified as non-contributing elements due to their recent construction date.

Although the majority of the contributing buildings have undergone alterations since 
their construction, all retain their overall architectural integrity and form a cohesive 
district characterized by similarities in scale, proportion, design, and materials. 
These distinguishing factors along with the district's exceptional historical associations 
have led to the classification of Stewart buildings dating between 1910 and 1942 as con 
tributing elements to the district. Structures dating from the post-World War II develop 
ment of the Stewart Complex are recognized as important to the recent historical evolution 
of the school, but have been classified as non-contributing elements to the district until 
such time as sufficient historical scholarship is undertaken to provide an adequate his 
torical context for their evaluation.

Building descriptions are keyed to the accompanying district map and following a numerical 
identification system adopted by the Department of Interior in maps, plans, and specifica 
tions relating to the school.

Contributing Buildings

Building #1, Administrative Building. (b.1923. USIS Plan No. L-26)

Building #1 is a symmetrical, seven bay, one-and-one-half story, Administration building 
constructed in 1923 according to designs by Superintendent Frederick Snyder. The Vernacular 
style building was the first structure in the Stewart Complex to be built in multi-colored, 
random course native stone laid in dark mortar. The structure is supported by a masonry
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foundation and terminates in an intersecting gable roof clad in wood shingles. Gable-ends 
are sheathed in dark, scale-design wood shingles. The building's 5,002 square feet are 
arranged in an "H-plan" configuration. The west elevation is accented by exterior, gable- 
end, masonry chimneys which rise in straight-stacks through the building's extended roof 
and terminate in jagged crenelations. The principal elevation is accented by a simplified 
gable screen at the upper story level. The principal entrance is located in the central 
bay of the north elevation and is marked by an open, shed porch accented by simple, wooden 
corner supports. Historical photographs indicate that a shed porch originally spanned the 
length of the north elevation and was supported by simple, masonry piers. The building's 
entrance is slightly recessed and includes a multi-light door enframed by a simple, wooden 
surround. Window openings are marked by coursed-masonry, flat arches and slightly projecting, 
cast-cement sills. Original windows are double, multi-light, metal casement units. Several 
of these original units have been replaced by double, single light, aluminum slider units. 
Despite the removal of the building's original north elevation porch and random window 
replacement, the building retains its overall architectural integrity.

Building #2, Post Office. (b. 1925-26)

The Stewart Post Office is a Vernacular, one story, masonry structure built in 1925-26 
according to designs by Frederick Snyder, Stewart Indian School Superintendent. The multi 
colored stone building is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a projecting 
gable roof. The principal elevation (S) includes an extended roof-line accented by clipped 
gable. The structure's 362 square feet of interior space are arranged in a rectangular- 
plan configuration. The slightly recessed entrance to the two bay building occupies the 
west bay of the south elevation and is marked by a coursed masonry flat arch. The building's 
original entry door has been replaced by a contemporary, wood unit. The entry is reached by 
way of a raised cement slab which spans the south elevation. The building's double, multi- 
light casement windows terminate in flat arches similar to that marking the entry and are 
supported by slightly projecting rusticated stone sills. The north elevation is marked by 
a massive, exterior chimney with banded stack and cap.

Building '#3, Superintendent's Cottage. (b. 1930)

The Superintendent's Cottage is a one-and-one-half story, Vernacular style, masonry 
dwelling constructed in 1930 according to designs by Frederick Snyder. The four-bay 
building is constructed in multi-colored, random course native stone laid in dark mortar. 
The gable-ends are accented by dark brown, wooden, fish scale shingles. Three exterior 
stone chimneys accent the building. The principal elevation of the building (SE) is 
marked by an open veranda with projecting gable and shallow shed roof supported by stone 
pillars. The southwest elevation extends to apergola constructed in rusticated timbers. 
The symmetrical dwelling is designed in a U-configuration focusing on an open, interior 
court. Window and door openings are accented by characteristic coursed stone, flat-arches, 
and rusticated stone sills. The fenestration pattern incorporates both multi-light, metal- 
frame casements and one-light-over-one-light sash windows.
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Building #4, Superintendent's Guest House. (b. 1938)

The Superintendent's Guest House is a one story, single pile dwelling constructed in 
random course, multi-colored masonry laid in black mortar. The symmetrical, five-bay 
structure was constructed in 1938 by the B1A Construction Division. The building is 
supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof with projecting eaves. The 
gable-ends of the building are sheathed in square butt shingles. Double, central bay 
entries are located on the southeast elevation and reached through a frame, shed-porch 
sheathed in plain, vertical siding. This enclosed porch was added in 1964. Windows and 
entries are defined by coursed stone, flat arches and rusticated stone sills. Windows are 
multi-pane, metal-frame casements which are slightly recessed from the wall plane.

Building #6, Small Girls Dormitory. (b. 1930. USIS Plan No. F-110)

Building #6 is a one-and-one-half story, masonry building constructed in 1930 according 
to plans by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The architectural 
composition of the structure is influenced by the Georgian Revival style and is interpreted 
in the Stewart Complex's characteristic multi-colored, native stone construction. The 
dormitory is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a hipped roof with 
intersecting north and south hipped extensions. The roof is punctuated by hipped roof 
dormers. Eave lines are marked by a simple cornice and frieze. The centrally located 
entrance to the symmetrical structure is located on the southeast elevation and includes 
an open pedimented porch supported by fluted columns with Tuscan capitols. The principal 
elevation (SE) is accented by double arched windows supported by concrete sills. The multi- 
pane casement windows which originally occupied these arched openings were replaced by 
six-light-over-six-light aluminum sash windows in 1978. Secondary elevations include 
rectangular window .openings framed by flat arches and concrete sills.

Building #8, Superintendent's Garage. (b. 1930)

Building #8 is a one story, masonry garage built in 1930 according to designs by 
Frederick Snyder, Stewart Superintendent. The structure follows a design characteristic 
of Stewart buildings of the period in its scale, proportion, and simple composition 
utilizing multi-colored native stone, gable roof, and wood shingle-clad gable-ends. 
The principal northeast elevation originally housed triple, garage bay openings defined 
by rusticated stone piers. These openings were Infilled with riatiye,milt ir colored stone in 
1963 when the building was converted to office space. A slightly recessed entry is 
located on the southwest elevation. This entrance incorporates a slightly recessed wooden 
door enframed by a simple wood surround. Building windows located on the southwest eleva 
tion are rectangular casements defined by coursed flat arches.

Building #9, Cottage. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. A-223-2)

Building #9 is a one-and-one-half story, Vernacular style structure constructed in* 1939 
as a residential dwelling. The building is constructed in multi-colored, random course 
native stone laid in black mortar. Building corners are defined by slightly rusticated 
quoins. The dwelling is supported by a concrete and masonry foundation and terminates in 
an intersecting gable roof. Gable-ends of the building are accented by horizontal, wooden 
siding. The northwest elevation includes a massive interior-end chimney constructed in
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masonry and terminating in a free standing stack with projecting clay flue. The northeast 
elevation includes an open entry porch supported by simple, wooden piers and incorporating 
an open balustrade. The roof of this element is formed by the building's gable roof. 
The southwest elevation includes an open, shed-roofed entrance porch which is supported by 
wooden piers. The T1L n-conf iguration building includes two-light-over-four-light casement 
windows enframed by cast cement lintels and slightly projecting cast cement sills.

Building #11, Principal's Cottage. (b. 1925)

Building #11 is a one- and- one-half story, masonry dwelling constructed as the Principal's 
Cottage in 1925 according to designs by School Superintendent, Frederick Snyder. The 
dwelling is built in characteristic multi-colored, random course, native stone laid in 
dark mortar. The structure is supported by a random course, cut stone foundation and 
terminates in an intersecting, clipped gable roof. Roof eaves are extended from the 
building plane. Upper portions of the gable-ends are sheathed in wooden "fish-scale" 
shingles. The north elevation includes a massive exterior chimney with straight slack and 
crenelated cap. The entrance to the symmetrical building is found on the northwest eleva 
tion. Windows are two-light-over-two-light sash enframed by simple surrounds. Window 
openings are marked by coursed stone flat arches and slightly projecting sandstone sills. 
An open entry porch originally marked the northwest elevation entry bay as evidenced by 
surviving foundations and masonry roof supports.

Building #12, Girls Dormitory "Manzanita". (b. 1941. USIS Plan No. F-145)

Building #12 is a one story, masonry building constructed in 1941 by the Construction 
Division of the Department of the Interior as a girls ' dormitory. Historically known as 
the Manzanita, the residence is built in multi-colored, native stone laid in random courses 
with black mortar. The building is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a 
gable roof. Building corners are accented by rusticated quoins. The building adopts an 
off-axis H-plan with entrances on southwest, northeast, and northwest elevations. Upper 
portions of the gable- ends are sheathed in wood shingles and include circular, louver ed 
vents. Eave and gable lines are marked by simple board cornices and plain raking boards. 
Windows are double, multi-pane casements with fixed eight-light transoms. Window openings 
are marked by coursed-stone, flat arches and concrete sills.

Building #13, Girls Dormitory. (b. 1941. USIS Plan No. F-145)

Building #13 is a one story, masonry building constructed in 1941 by the Construction 
Division of the Department of the Interior as a girls' dormitory. The structure forms an 
off-axis "H" in plan and terminates in an intersecting gable roof sheathed in asbestos 
shingles. The building is constructed in multi-colored native stone laid in black mortar. 
The east elevation includes an open shed porch supported by simple posts. The gable front 
elevations include shingle sheathing and circular vents. Building windows are multi-paned, 
metal casements supported by coursed stone lintels and slightly projecting, cast concrete 
sills. The building is identical in design to Building #12, which also served as a girls' 
dormitory and dates from the same year.
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Building #14, Wa-Pai-Shone Trading Post. (b. 1939)

Building #14 is a one story, Vernacular style building designed by the Construction 
Division of the Department of the Interior in 1939. The gable-roofed structure was con 
structed as the Wa-Pai-Shone Trading Post and served as an outlet for Native American 
crafts produced in tribal cooperatives. The name of the post was derived from the three 
tribes who owned the post, the Washoe, Paiutes, and Shoshone. As in the case of the 
majority of Stewart buildings, the four bay trading post is constructed in multi-colored, 
native stone laid in random courses with dark mortar. The east elevation of the building 
includes an open, recessed porch which is supported by simple wooden posts. The gable-end 
of the building is sheathed in wood shingles and includes a gable-end slider window. The 
remaining windows in the structure are multi-light metal casements framed by coursed stone 
flat-arches and slightly projecting case concrete sills.

Building #15, Kitchen and Dining Room. (b. 1923)

Building #15 is a single story, sandstone structure constructed in 1923 as a kitchen 
and dining hall according to designs by Frederick Snyder. The rock faced, sandstone 
building was the first masonry structure erected on the Stewart campus and utilizes cut 
stone recycled from the Benton Livery Stables in Carson City as a primary building material. 
The building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a hipped roof clad in asbestos 
shingles. The wall planes of the "T" configuration building are banded by double, ashlar 
belt courses. The western extension of the building was added in 1942 according to designs 
by Carl Cederstrand, architect for the Department of the Interior, and is sympathetic to 
the design of the original structure. Both the original building and its later addition 
include paired, two-light-over-two-light sash windows enframed by simple wooden surrounds. 
Windows are supported by the building's ashlar belt course and terminate in flat arches 
accented in red sandstone.

Building #16, Girls Dormitory #3. (b. 1942. USIS Plan No. F-147)

Building #16 is a one story, masonry building constructed by the Department of the 
Interior's Construction Division in 1942 as a girls' dormitory. The U-plan structure is 
constructed in multi-colored, native stone laid in dark mortar and terminates in a gable 
roof. The dormitory was built as part of the 1930 's Federal rehabilitation program for 
Indian schools. The building is similar in design to buildings #12 and #13 and includes 
a central structural block flanked by east and west wings. This structural massing is 
achieved through staggered gable heights. Upper gable-ends of the building are sheathed 
in characteristic dark wood shingles punctuated by central, circular ventilators. The 
structure's windows are slightly recessed, multi-pane, metal casements defined by jack 
arches and cast concrete sills. The entrance to the building is located on the south 
building elevation and is marked by an open, pediment ed gable porch supported by square 
wooden piers.
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Building #18, Law Enforcement Centfr. (b. 1936)

Building #18 is a single story,.masonry building constructed in 1936 by the Department 
of the Interior's Construction Division as a twelve-bay garage. The structure is built in 
multi-colored, random course masonry laid in dark mortar. The building is supported by a 
concrete slab foundation and terminates in a shallow gable roof sheathed in rigid asbestos 
shingles. Gable-ends are accented by wooden, horizontal siding. The building was converted 
to the campus Law Enforcement Center in 1960 at which time the garage bays were infilled 
with horizontal, wooden siding similar to that found in the building's gable-ends. Infill 
panels also include double, three-light casement windows enframed by simple surrounds.

Building #19, Bakery. (b. 1926)

Building #19 is a one story, masonry structure constructed in 1926 as the school bakery. 
Designed by Frederick Snyder, the bakery is Vernacular in style and built of rock-faced, 
sandstone salvaged from the Benton Stables in Carson City. The structure is similar in 
design approach to Building #15 in its use of a window sill-level belt course, hipped roof 
marked by slightly projecting eaves and diminished cornice. The three-bay design is accented 
by six-light-over-six-light sash windows which terminate in flat arches incorporating con 
trasting red sandstone. The slightly recessed principal entrance to the structure is found 
in the east bay of the south elevation and is reached by way of an open, concrete porch. 
The east building elevation includes a straight stack, exterior chimney constructed in brick. 
This element originally rose to a sheet metal stack. The chimney has been dismantled to the 
building's eave line.

Building #20, Gymnasium. (b. 1938. USIS Plan No. K-30)

Building #20 was constructed in 1938 as the school gymnasium and is similar in design to 
masonry structures erected at Stewart during the 1930's. The building incorporates a two- 
story central block flanked by single story east and west wings. The symmetrical building 
is supported by a concrete foundation and terminates in a gable roof incorporating a partial 
parapet. The reinforced concrete building is faced with multi-colored, random course stone 
laid in black mortar. Exterior walls are accented by quoins and banded by concrete belt 
courses which are located above the window level. The principal entrance to the structure 
is located on the north elevation and includes a wooden' surround incorporating simple 
pilasters and a full cornice. The recessed double leaf door is accented by a multi-light 
transom. The interior of the structure includes a first floor gymnasium space and second 
floor gallery.

Building #21, Sierra Lodge 1 of 5. (b. 1937-38. USIS Plan No. F-133)

Building #21 is one of five masonry structures constructed as the Sierra Lodge dormitory 
complex in 1937. Erected by mason, Jim Christopher, and designed by the Department of the 
Interior's Construction Division, the building is built in multi-colored, native stone laid 
in random courses with dark mortar and is Vernacular in style. The symmetrical building 
includes a single story, seven-bay central block flanked by single story, five-bay east and 
west wings. The structure is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a gable 
roof sheathed in asbestos shingles. Eave lines are accented by a simple boxed cornice. 
The roof of the projecting central, structural block is punctuated by straight stack, stone,
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interior chimneys. The north elevation of the principal block is spanned by a five-bay, 
open, shed porch supported by paired, wooden supports. The principal entrance to the 
structure is located on the north elevation of the main block and includes a simple, 
wooden door enframed by a simple wooden surround. The building's windows are six-light- 
over-six-light sash enframed by simple wood surrounds.

Building #22, Sierra Lodge 2 of 5. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. F-134)

Building #22 is a symmetrical, single story, masonry building constructed by mason, 
Jim Christopher, in 1937 according to designs by the Department of the Interior's Construc 
tion Division. The building is part of a five-structure, dormitory complex known as Sierra 
Lodge. The Vernacular style building, which adopts a modified L-plan configuration, is 
supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles 
Gable-ends of the building are sheathed in wood shingles and include semi-circular vents. 
The building is constructed in random course, multi-colored stone laid in dark mortar. 
Building corners are accented by cut ashlar quoins. The principal entrance to the building 
is located in the central bay of the west elevation and is marked by an open shed roofed 
porch. Building windows are six-light-over-six-light sash supported by concrete sills and 
terminate in flat arches.

Building #23, Sierra Lodge 3 of 5. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. F-134)

Building #23 is a symmetrical, single story dormitory constructed in 1937 by 
Jim Christopher and designed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. 
The structure is the third in a five-building complex known as the Sierra Lodge and is 
similar in design to Building #22. As in the case of most Stewart structures erected in 
the period 1919 to 1942, Building #23 is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native 
stone laid in dark mortar. Building corners are accented by cut ashlar quoins. Windows are 
six-light-over-six-light sash supported by cast concrete sills and terminate in jack arches. 
The intersecting gable roof is straddled by a random course, stone chimney with straight 
stack and crenelated cap. Gable-ends are accented by simple raking boards.

Building #24, Sierra Lodge 4 of 5. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. F-134)

Building #24 is a single story, masonry building constructed in 1937 by mason, 
Jim Christopher, according to designs by the Department of the Interior's Construction 
Division. The structure is part of a five-building dormitory complex known as Sierra 
Lodge. The symmetrical building, which is similar in design to buildings #20-#25, adopts 
an L-configuration plan. As in the case of the majority of the Stewart School structures, 
Building #24 is built in random course, multi-colored, native stone laid in dark mortar. 
The building is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in an intersecting gable 
roof. Eave lines are accented by a simple box cornice and gable-end, raking board. The 
north roof extension of the building includes a straight stack stone chimney terminating 
in crenelated cap. Windows are uniform, six-light-over-six-light sash terminating in 
flat arches.
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Building #25, Sierra Lodge 5 of 5. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. F-134)

Building #25 is the fifth building constructed in 1937 as part of the Sierra Lodge 
dormitory complex. The L-configuration building is similar in design to the majority of 
the Stewart School structures constructed during the period in scale, proportion, and use 
of materials. The single story structure is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates 
in a gable roof accented by a simple box cornice and plain raking board. The building 
utilizes random course, multi-colored, native stone laid in dark mortar. The symmetrical 
fenestration pattern is defined by six-light-over-six-light sash windows supported by 
slightly projecting cast concrete sills and coursed flat arch lintels. Building corners 
are accented by cut ashlar quoins.

Building #26, Cottage. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. A-227)

Building #26 is a single story, Vernacular style dwelling built in 1937 by the Construc 
tion Division of the Department of the Interior as part of a comprehensive Indian school 
rehabilitation program initiated by the Roosevelt Administration. Built of multi-colored, 
random course, native stone laid in dark mortar, the structure originally served as staff 
housing. The dwelling is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in an inter 
secting gable roof punctuated by a straight stack, random course, stone chimney. The modest 
residential structure adopts a modified "L"-configuration in plan and includes a north eleva 
tion open, shed porch supported by square piers. Access to the dwelling's principal entrance 
is gained by way of this porch. The entry includes a simple wood panel door enframed by a 
simple surround and is housed in vertical board-and-batten panel extending the length of the 
porch. The dwelling's asymmetrical design includes six-light-over-six-light sash windows 
supported by cast concrete sills and flanked by wooden blinds.

Building #27, Cottage. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. E-56)

Building #27 is a single story, masonry dwelling constructed in 1937 by the Department of 
the Interior's Construction Division as part of the Roosevelt Administration's program to 
rehabilitate Indian schools. The dwelling, which originally served as staff housing, adopts 
an H-plan configuration and is supported by a masonry foundation. The building terminates 
with an intersecting gable roof and is punctuated by a straight stack, stone chimney. The 
north elevation roof line is extended to form an open porch which is supported by simple 
square piers. The building's symmetrical, Vernacular design is reinforced by eight-over- 
eight sash windows enframed by simple wood surrounds and flanked by blinds.

Building #28, Employee's Club. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. 51)

Building #28 is a single story, Vernacular dwelling constructed in 1936 by the Construc 
tion Division of the Department of the Interior as the Stewart Employee's Club. The building, 
which was converted to a duplex in 1957, is'constructed in random course, native stone laid 
in dark mortar. The rectangular building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to 
a gable roof punctuated by a straight stack, stone chimney. Eave lines extend slightly from 
the wall plane and include a diminished boxed cornice. Gable-ends are defined by simple 
raking boards, while building corners are delineated by ashlar quoins. The seven-bay 
building combines varying size, six-light-over-six-light sash windows enframed by simple 
surrounds. The north elevation building entry is marked by a single bay, shed roofed porch. 
The east elevation of the building includes a three window bay.
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Building #29, Quarters. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. E-55)

Building #29 is a single story, Vernacular dwelling built in 1937 by the Construction 
Division of the Department of the Interior as residential quarters for the staff of the 
Stewart Indian School. The dwelling adopts an "H"-plan configuration and is constructed 
in multi-colored, random course, native stone laid in dark mortar. The structure's corners 
are accented by cut stone quoins. The dwelling is supported by a masonry foundation and 
rises to an intersecting gable roof. The massing of the structure forms a three part 
composition defined by north and south projecting gables. This composition is reinforced 
by the use of a lower ridge-line level on the central building mass. The north elevation 
of the symmetrical building includes a massive multi-colored, native stone chimney which 
is similar in construction to the body of the building. This shouldered element rises in 
an exaggerated straight stack and terminates in a simple cap. The principal entrance to 
the building is housed in a recessed entry porch located in the central bay of the south 
elevation. This porch is defined by simple wooden framing and paired, wooden piers. The 
entry is flanked by multi-pane casement windows. The dwelling T s remaining windows are 
uniform, six-light-over-six-light sash enframed by wooden surrounds. Windows are accented 
by coursed stone, flat arches and louvered blinds.

Building #30, Quarters. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. E-55)

Building #30 is a single story, Vernacular dwelling constructed in 1939 according to 
plans by the Construction Division of the Department of the Interior. The dwelling adopts 
an "H"-plan configuration and is constructed in multi-colored, native stone laid in random 
courses with dark mortar. The structure is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates 
in an intersecting gable roof. The dwelling's north and south projecting gables are defined 
by simple raking boards. The symmetrical composition includes a recessed central bay 
entrance located on the north elevation. This entry is similar in design to that of 
Building #29. Windows are paired multi-paned, metal frame casement units supported by 
cast concrete sills and lintels.

Building #31, Cottage. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. A-223-2)

Building #31 is a one-and-one-half story, Vernacular dwelling constructed in 1939 
according to designs developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. 
The dwelling adopts a modified "L"-plan configuration and is supported by a masonry 
foundation and terminates in an intersecting gable roof clad in asbestos shingles. The 
asymmetrical dwelling is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native stone laid 
in dark mortar. The roof eaves are slightly extended. Gable-ends include vertical wooden 
siding. The principal entrance to the building is found on the north elevation and is 
housed beneath an open porch supported by simple wood piers. The porch piers are connected 
by a simple, square pier balustrade. Building windows are double, multi-paned casements 
supported by cast concrete sills and cast concrete lintels.

Building #32, Cottage. (b. 1941. USIS Plan No. A-223-2)

Building #32 is a one-and-one-half story dwelling constructed in 1941 according to 
designs developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The dwelling 
is similar in design to Building #31 and is constructed in characteristic multi-colored,
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native stone laid in random courses with dark mortar. The asymmetrical dwelling is 
supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in an intersecting gable roof clad in 
asbestos shingles. The dwelling adopts a modified "L" configuration plan and includes 
a straight stack, interior chimney. The principal entrance to the building is located 
on the south elevation and is housed by an open porch. Windows are paired multi-paned, 
casements defined by slightly projecting, cast concrete sills and cast concrete lintels.

Building #33, Duplex. (b. 1941. USIS Plan No. C-12-2)

Building #33 is a one story, Vernacular style duplex constructed in 1941 according to 
plans developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division as part of the 
Federal rehabilitation program for Indian schools. The structure adopts a -modified "TM- 
plan configuration and is evenly divided into two dwelling units. The structure is built 
in characteristic, multi-colored, native stone laid in random courses with dark mortar. 
The symmetrical building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting 
gable roof sheathed in asbestos shingles. The principal entrances to the dwelling units 
are located on the south elevation and are housed by open, shed porches. The north eleva 
tion of the building originally included an open, pedimented porch formed by the extension 
of the building T s roof. This porch was enclosed with horizontal, tongue and groove siding 
in 1971. Building windows are uniform, multi-light, metal frame casements supported by 
cast concrete sills and cast concrete lintels which have been incised to simulate coursed 
stone, flat arches.

Building #34, Duplex. (b. 1941. USIS Plan No. C-12-2)

Building #34 is a one story, Vernacular style duplex constructed in 1941 according to 
plans developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The structure's 
design and alterations are identical to those seen in Building #33.

Building #35, Cottage. (b. 1941)

Building #35 is a single story, Vernacular style dwelling constructed in 1941 according 
to plans developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The dwelling 
is of frame construction and is sheathed in a veneer of multi-colored, native stone laid in 
random courses with dark mortar. The dwelling is supported by a masonry foundation and rises 
to a simple gable roof accented at the eave line by extended rafter ends. The east elevation 
of the dwelling includes a massive, straight-stack, exterior-end chimney constructed in stone 
identical to the building's veneer. The principal entrance to the building is located on 
the north elevation and is sheltered by a pedimented roof supported by diagonal braces. 
The entry is slightly recessed and incorporates a multi-light, wooden door enframed by 
simple wooden reveals. Windows are double, multi-light, metal casement units supported by 
cast concrete sills and terminating in cast concrete lintels incised to simulate flat arches.
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Building #36, Cottage. (b. 1942)

Building #36 is a single story masonry dwelling constructed in 1942 according to designs 
by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The dwelling is identical in 
design and construction to Building #35.

Building #44, Cottage. (b. 1937)

Building #44 is a one story, Vernacular dwelling constructed in 1937 by Jim Christopher 
according to plans developed by the Department of the Interior T s Construction Division. 
The dwelling is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting gable roof 
.clad in decorative metal shingles. The symmetrical building is constructed in multi-colored, 
native stone laid in random courses with dark mortar. The dwelling includes a central, 
straight stack brick chimney which rises through the gable roof at the ridge line. The 
principal entrance to the dwelling is located in the central bay of the southeast elevation. 
This entry was originally sheltered by an open pergola. The stone piers which supported 
this element survive. Building windows are slightly recessed six-light-over-six-light sash 
supported by cast concrete sills and terminate in coursed stone flat ,arches.

Building #45, School Laundry. (b. 1931)

Building #45 is a one-and-one-half story, Vernacular building constructed in 1931 by 
Jim Christopher according to designs by Frederick Snyder. The building, which originally 
served as the school laundry, is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a 
gable roof. The base of the structure is defined by a simple, concrete water table. 
The eave line of the building is slightly extended from the wall plane. The structure is 
banded by a simple board cornice. The gable-ends of the building are sheathed in narrow 
weatherboarding and includes circular, louvered vents. The building's ridge line is capped 
by a louvered vent which terminates in a gable roof. The principal entrance to the asym 
metrical building is located on the southeast elevation and is reached by way of an open 
concrete platform. This entry includes a simple wooden door terminating in a coursed stone, 
flat arch. The building was modified in 1964 in which year the building was converted to 
the Stewart Music Department. Building windows are uniform, six-light-over-six-light sash 
supported by slightly projecting sills and terminating in coursed stone, flat arches.

Building #46, Sewing Room. (b. 1938. USIS Plan No. H-287)

Building #46 is a single story, masonry school building constructed in 1938 from designs 
by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division to house Stewart T s vocational 
program in the domestic sciences. The symmetrical building is of simple Vernacular design 
and is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native stone laid in dark mortar. The 
building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof sheathed in asbestos 
shingles. The double entries to the single room building are located on the southeast eleva 
tion and are reached by way of open concrete stairs which are faced in multi-colored stone. 
Building windows are uniform, multi-pane, casement units set between slightly projecting 
cast concrete sills and coursed masonry, flat arches.
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Building #47, Garage Building. (b. 1930)

Building #47 is a single story, twelve-bay garage constructed in 1930 according to designs 
by Stewart Superintendent, Frederick Snyder. The structure was built by mason, Jim Christopher, 
in the multi-colored, random course, native stone characteristic of the majority of the 
Stewart buildings. Building cornices are accented by cut stone quoins. The structure is 
supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof accented by projecting eaves. 
The gable-ends of the building are sheathed in horizontal, wooden siding. Bay doors are 
double leaf, paneled units constructed in diagonal, slatted wood. Double, rectangular window 
bays are found on the southeast and northwest gable-ends. These window openings have been 
infilled with plain plywood panels. The interior of the structure is evenly divided along 
its longitudinal axis to accomodate six garage bays on both northeast and .southwest elevations.

Building #48, Commissary. (c. 1920)
s

Building #48 is a one story, wood-frame structure constructed as the Stewart Commissary 
c. 1920. The building is one of the oldest surviving frame structures in'the Complex and 
one of the few to pre-date the adoption of masonry as the predominate building material in 
the early 1920's. The symmetrical structure relfects the simple utilitarian forms expressed 
in the School's design as a whole. The building rises from a concrete foundation to a wide 
gable roof defined by projecting eaves. Exterior wall planes are sheathed in narrow, 
weatherboarding and are accented by narrow cornerboards. The principal entrance to the 
building is found in the central bay of the three-bay, southeast elevation. This entry 
includes a simple, double leaf, wooden door enframed by a wooden surround. The entrance 
is sheltered by a simple, gable porch which is supported by wooden piers. The building's 
original six-light-over-six-light sash windows were replaced in 1957 by uniform, four-light 
units during the structure's conversion to a classroom facility.

Building #56, Warehouse. (b. 1918)

Building #56 is a single story, wood-frame structure built in 1918 as a Complex warehouse. 
The structure is of simple utilitarian design and is rectangular in plan. The building is 
supported by a concrete slab foundation and rises to a simple gable roof sheathed in wood 
shingles. The exterior of the building is clad in weatherboarding, while corners are defined 
by simple wooden cornerboards. The upper gable-ends of the building include rectangular, 
louvered vent panels. The southwest elevation of the structure includes folding, horizontal 
wood-slat, loading doors which extend two-thirds the length of the building.

Building #57, Quarters. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. E-55)

Building #57 is a single story dwelling constructed in 1939 according to designs developed 
by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The building is similar in design 
to buildings #29 and #30. The dwelling is built in characteristic multi-colored, random 
course, native stone laid in dark mortar. Building corners are defined by quoins. The 
structure is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting gable roof clad 
in asbestos shingles. The symmetrical dwelling adopts an "H"-plan configuration. The prin 
cipal entrance occupies the recessed central bay on the southeast elevation. The northwest 
elevation includes a massive, masonry, exterior chimney similar in construction to the body 
of the structure. This shouldered element rises in a straight stack and terminates with a
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simple cap. Dwelling windows are uniform, multi-paned, metal casement units set beneath 
cast concrete lintels and are supported by slightly projecting concrete sills.

Building #60, Duplex. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. B-32)

Building #60 is a single story, masonry duplex constructed in 1939 according to plans 
developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The building is 
similar in design and construction to buildings #33 and #34. The duplex adopts a modified 
"T" configuration in plan with interior space evenly divided into two living units. The 
structure is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting gable roof clad 
in asbestos shingles. The building's masonry construction is characteristic, multi-colored, 
random-bond, native stone laid in dark mortar. Principal entries to the respective living 
units are located on the southeast elevation and are reached by was of open porches. As in 
the case of buildings #33 and #34, the rear elevation gable porch was enclosed with vertical, 
tongue and groove siding c. 1960. Building windows follow a symmetrical fenestration pattern 
and are multi-light, metal-frame casement units set between cast concrete lintels and cast 
concrete sills.

Building #65, Cottage. (b. 1937. USIS Plan No. A-223-2)

Building #65 is a one-and-one-half story dwelling constructed in 1937 according to 
designs by Carl Cederstrand and A.R. Warne, architects employed by the Department of the 
Interior's Construction Division. The dwelling adopts a modified "L"-plan configuration 
and is stylistically influenced by then-popular "Cape Cod" suburban designs. Similar in 
design to Building #9, the dwelling is constructed in multi-colored, random-bond, native 
stone laid in dark mortar. The structure is supported by a masonry foundation and termi 
nates in an intersecting gable roof. A massive, straight stack, masonry chimney rises 
from the exterior end of the northwest elevation of the main structural block. The princi 
pal entrance to the building is located on the northeast elevation and is housed beneath 
an open porch recessed beneath the building's projecting gable roof. The building's 
regular fenestration pattern is established by six-light-over-six-light sash windows 
enframed by wooden surrounds. Window units are set between coursed masonry, flat arches 
and are flanked by louvered blinds.

Building #66, Poultry House. (b. 1939)

Building #66 is a single story, frame building constructed in 1939 as part of Stewart's 
agricultural complex. The utilitarian agricultural building served as a poultry house. 
The structure is supported by wood piers and rises to a gable roof sheathed in wood shingles. 
Exterior wall planes are sheathed in narrow weatherboarding and are accented by narrow corner- 
baords. The structure lacks windows as is characteristic of the building type. A gable roof 
louvered ventilator straddles the ridge line of the roof. The structure includes a single 
entrance on the south elevation which includes a solid wood panel door.

Building #67, Four-Plex. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. C-12-2)

Building #67 is a single story, four unit dwelling constructed in 1939 according to plans 
developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The symmetrical struc 
ture is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting gable roof clad in
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asbestos shingles. The structure's gable-ends include simple boxed cornices and raking 
boards. The dwelling is constructed in characteristic multi-colored, random course, 
native stone laid in dark mortar. Building entries are found on both northeast and south 
west elevations. The building's regular fenestration pattern is established by multi-pane, 
metal-frame casement units set beneath cast concrete lintels and sills.

Building #68, School Shop. (b. 1931)

Building #68 was constructed in 1931 by mason, Jim Christopher, as a school shop tai 
lored to house Stewart's vocational program in the industrial arts. The original structure, 
designed by Superintendent Frederick Snyder, included a two-story, masonry building flanked 
by single story masonry wings. The architectural composition of the original building was 
reinforced by its symmetrical disposition of bays and formal massing of building elements. 
The original two-story structure terminated in a gable roof. The ridge line of the main 
building ran perpendicular to the ridge lines of the building's hipped roofed wings. The 
structure was built of multi-colored, random-bond, native stone laid in dark moratar. 
Building corners were accented by cut sandstone quoins. The structure was further accented 
by a wide concrete water table and simple board cornice. The building's regular fenestration 
pattern was established by large, multi-pane, industrial window units which were enframed by 
coursed sandstone, flat arches and slightly projecting sandstone sills. In 1978, the main 
structural block was judged in non-compliance with the Uniform Building Code. The main 
structural block along with the building's east wing were subsequently removed. The substan 
tial, seven-bay by two-bay original west wing to the structure survives intact.

Building #69, Garage., (b. 1940. USIS Plan No. R-39)

Building #69 is a one-and-one-half story, masonry garage constructed in 1940 according 
to designs by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The structure is 
supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a gable roof sheathed in corrugated 
metal roofing. The building is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native stone 
laid in dark mortar. Building corners are accented by cut stone quoins. The north eleva 
tion of the building includes two garage bays fitted with overhead doors. East, west, and 
south elevations include first floor, multi-paned, industrial window lintels and sills. 
The east and west gable-ends include double, multi-light, metal-frame casement windows.

Building #70, Blacksmith Shop. (b. 1910)

Building #70 is a single story, wood-frame structure constructed in 1910 as the Stewart 
Blacksmith Shop. The structure is supported by a concrete slab foundation and rises to a 
gable roof clad in asbestos shingles. Exterior wall planes are clad in corrugated metal 
panels. The structure's original, narrow weatherboarding survives beneath the metal panels. 
The building is of simple, utilitarian design and is among the few structures to survive 
from the School's early period of development.

Building #71, Paint House. (c. 1925)

Building #71 is a single story, wood-frame building constructed as a paint storage unit 
c. 1925. The building is supported by wooden piers and terminates in a hipped roof accented 
by a simple, gable-roofed ventilator. Roof planes are clad in wood shingles. Exterior wall
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planes are sheathed in narrow weatherboards accented by simple cornerboards. The building's 
fenestration pattern combines a single one-light fixed sash unit and a six "-light-over-six- 
light sash unit.

Building #72, Storage Building. (c. 1925)

Building #72 is a one story, masonry structure constructed c. 1925 as a storage building. 
The building is of simple utilitarian design. The structure is supported by a concrete slab 
and rises to a gable roof clad in corrugated metal panels. The unit is built in brick laid 
in common bond with lime mortar. A single, wood plank door is found in the gable-end of the 
building. The structure is without window openings.

Building #78, Storage Building. (b. 1930)

Building #78 is a single story, wood-frame storage structure erected in 1930 by the 
Stewart Carpentry Shop. The structure is supported by a concrete slab foundation and rises 
to a gable roof clad in corrugated sheet metal. The exterior wall planes of the building 
are sheathed in wooden, vertical board and batten cladding. The simple utilitarian building 
does not include windows.

Building #79, Nurse's Cottage. (b. 1933)

Building #79 is a two-story, masonry dwelling constructed in 1933 according to plans by 
Superintendent Frederick Snyder. The structure, which was erected by mason, Jim Christopher, 
served as a residence for doctors and nurses employed at the Stewart Sanitorium (d. 1940), 
a facilitiy specializing in the treatment of Tuberculosis and Trachoma. The Nurse's Cottage 
is constructed in multi-colored, random-bond, native stone laid in dark mortar. The struc 
ture is simplified Shingle Style design. The building is supported by a masonry foundation 
and rises to an intersecting gable roof clad in composition shingles. A massive, exterior 
stone chimney marks the south elevation, while an interior brick chimney pierces the roof 
on the west elevation. The dominant design feature of the dwelling is its projecting, 
gable-front, principal elevation (E). The second story of this elevation is supported by 
massive, truncated masonry piers. The impact of this design is heightened by the contrast 
between the dwelling's masonry body and shingle clad upper story. The symmetrical fenestra 
tion pattern of the building is established through the use of uniform, multi-light casement 
windows on both stories. The principal entrance to the structure is located in the central 
bay of the east elevation. This entry is reached by way of an open porch created by the 
elevation's projecting upper story. The entry includes a multi-light, wood door set beneath 
a coursed stone, flat arch.

Building #81, Garage. (b. 1930)

Building #81 is a single story, wood-frame garage erected in 1930 by the Stewart Carpentry 
Department. The structure is of simple, utilitarian design. The single bay garage is 
supported by a concrete slab foundation and terminates in a gable roof. Gable-ends are de 
fined by wide raking boards. The exterior of the building is clad in narrow weatherboards 
accented by narrow cornerboards. Entry to the structure is gained by way of a gable-end, 
overhead garage door.
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Building #84, Shop Building. (b. 1931. USIS Plan No. 9-2)

Building #84 is a single story, masonry structure erected in 1931 according to designs 
developed by the Department of the Interior T s Construction Division. The building, which 
served as a shop building, is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a gable 
roof punctuated by vent stacks. The utilitarian structure is built in multi-colored, 
random-bond, native stone laid in dark mortar. A concrete belt course unifies the body of 
the building with its southwest elevation loading dock. The northeast elevation of the 
building includes a single story, shed addition used to house the school fire truck. 
The building's windows are uniform, multi-light, industrial casement units and are 
restricted to the southwest and northeast elevations.

Building #87, Water Tank. (b. 1939)

Building #87 is a water tank erected on the Stewart site in 1939. The steel holding 
tank is supported by four steel supports embedded in a concrete slab. Owing to its size 
and necessity to life in the high desert Nevada environment, this industrial object was 
a dominant element of the Stewart landscape.

Building #89, Boys Dormitory. (b. 1931. USIS Plan No. F-110)

Building #89 is a single story, dormitory structure constructed in 1931 according to 
designs developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The building 
follows a Georgian Revival design and is distinguished by its symmetrical composition, 
arched and four-light-over-four-light sash windows, hipped roof, and pedimented entry. 
The structure, which is similar in design to Building #6, is constructed in multi-colored, 
random course, native stone laid in dark mortar. The building is banded by a wide, concrete 
belt course and accented by cut sandstone quoins. The horizontal emphasis established by 
the building's belt course is reinforced by its projecting eaves and principal block cornice. 
The structure's original doors have been replaced by metal units.

Building #90, Auditorium. (b. 1925. USIS Plan No. K-20)

Building #90 is a one story, masonry auditorium constructed in 1925. The Neo-Classical 
style structure is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof sheathed in 
metal panels. The building includes pedimented gable-ends and is banded by a simple cornice. 
A coursed masonry roundel accents the northwest pedimented gable. The symmetrical structure 
is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native stone laid in dark mortar. Building 
corners include cut sandstone quoins. The lower level of the building is marked by a rusti 
cated sandstone belt course. The principal double entries to the building are located on 
the northwest elevation and are housed beneath round arches constructed in coursed sand 
stone. Round arches also accent the location of the building's windows. Northwest elevation 
windows are eight-light-over-eight-light sash, while those found on the remaining elevations 
are paired, elongated, six-light-over-six-light sash.
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Building #92, Boiler Building. (b. 1924, 1939. USIS Pain No. W-18-A)

Building #92 is a one-and-one-half story steam heating plant constructed in 1924 and 
expanded in 1939. The existing structure is supported by a masonry foundation and rises 
to a roof incorporating both intersecting gables and extended shed forms. The first story 
of .the building is constructed in multi-colored, random course, native stone laid in dark 
mortar. Upper building levels are clad in horizontal wooden siding. Building corners 
are defined by cut sandstone quoins. The asymmetrical structure includes multi-light, 
metal-frame, industrial windows set between cast concrete lintels and sills. The domi 
nating features of the building are its four massive ventilator stacks located on the 
north plane of the gable roof.

Building #94, Pump House. (b. 1938)

Building #94 is a single story, masonry pump house constructed in 1938. The modest one- 
bay structure is supported by a masonry foundation and terminates in a flat roof defined by 
masonry cap course. The building is of square configuration and is constructed in multi 
colored, random course, native stone laid in dark mortar. Building corners are marked by 
sandstone quoins. Bay openings found on the north and west elevations are supported by 
lintels.

Building #96, Filter Plant. (b. 1940. USIS Plan No. Y-160)

Building #96 is a two-story, masonry structure constructed in 1940 to house Stewart's 
water filtering plant. The structure is of simple Vernacular design. The building is 
supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof. The projecting eave line 
is supported by an extended rafter system. The building is constructed in multi-colored, 
random rubble masonry laid in dark mortar. Windows are multi-light, metal-frame casement 
units set between cast concrete lintels and sills. The entry to the structure is found 
on the north elevation and is slightly recessed from the wall plane. A single story, 
concrete extension was appended to the east gable elevation in 1952. This extension 
terminates in a shallow gable roof and includes an east elevation entrance.

Building #108, Garage. (b. 1929)

Building #108 is a single story, two-bay, masonry garage constructed in 1929 by 
Jim Christopher. The building is supported by a concrete slab foundation and terminates 
in a gable roof sheathed in asbestos shingles. The exterior building walls combine cast 
concrete panels with multi-colored, random course, native stone in their construction. 
Gable-ends of the building are sheathed in horizontal clapboard. The southeast elevation 
includes double, overhead doors enframed by wood surrounds.

Building #110, Cottage. (b. 1939. USIS Plan No. A-223-2)

Building #110 is a single story, masonry dwelling constructed in 1939 according to 
designs developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The structure 
is identical in design and construction to buildings #9 and #65.
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Building //112, Horse Barn. (b. 1925)

Building //I12 is a one-and-one-half story, masonry horse barn constructed in 1925. 
The building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a gable roof punctuated 
by two, simple metal ventilators at the ridge line. The first story of the symmetrical 
barn is constructed in multi-colored, random-bond, native stone laid in lime mortar. 
The gable-ends of the building are sheathed in pressed metal shingles. The principal 
entrance to the structure is found in the central bay of the north elevation and is 
composed of slightly recessed, double leaf, plank doors. A corresponding secondary 
entry is located on the south elevation and originally opened directly into a fenced 
corral. Entry and window bays are marked by coursed stone, flat arches. Windows are 
slightly recessed, four-light, fixed sash set in wooden surrounds.

Building //114, Dairy Barn. (b. 1925)

Building #114 is a one-and-one-half story, masonry dairy barn constructed in 1925. 
The structure is identical in exterior design to Building #112.

Building #162, Stewart Infirmary. (b. 1904/1918/1939)

Building #162 is a one-and-one-half story, school hospital building begun in 1904 and 
expanded in subsequent years. The structure is supported by a masonry foundation and 
terminates in a series of intersecting hip roofs and is marked by a simple box cornice. 
The structure adopts a modified "U"-plan configuration and is oriented around an open 
central court. The building combines random course, native stone laid in dark mortar 
with frame construction sheathed in horizontal, rustic wood siding.

Non-Contibuting Buildings

Building #17, Classroom. (b. 1964)

Building #17 is a two-story, brick structure constructed by the Department of the 
Interior's Construction Division in 1964. The building, which adopts elements of the 
International style in its design, is supported by a concrete slab foundation- and termi 
nates in a flat, composition roof with slightly projecting north and south parapets. 
The "L"-plan building includes bands of aluminum frame, industrial windows and is 
articulated by simple brick pilasters.

Building #37, Cottage. (b. 1956)

Building #37 is a single story, masonry dwelling constructed in 1956 under the direction 
of School Superintendent, Hugh 0. Tyler. Tyler developed the design of the dwelling from 
plans utilized in the construction of Building #26. The dwelling adopts a modified "LM- 
plan configuration and is built in multi-colored, native stone laid in random courses with 
dark mortar. The building is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to an intersecting 
gable roof sheathed in composition shingles. The principal, southwest elevation includes 
an open, shed porch supported by simple, wooden piers. The entrance to the building is 
located in the central bay of the southwest elevation and incorporates a multi-light,
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wooden door enframed by a wooden surround. The section of the elevation sheltered by the 
porch is sheathed in vertical, tongue and groove siding similar to the horizontal siding 
found in the gable-ends.

Building #38, Night Watchman's House. (c. 1950)

Building #38 is a single story, wood frame building constructed c. 1950 as a Night Watch 
man's House. The structure is supported by wood piers and terminates in a low gable roof 
clad in wood shingles. Exterior wall planes are sheathed in horizontal, wooden drop, siding. 
Building windows are six-light-over-six-light sash enframed by wooden surrounds.

Building #61, Duplex. (b. 1949. USIS Plan No. B-56)

Building #61 is a single story, masonry duplex constructed in 1949 according to plans 
developed by the Department of the Interior's Construction Division. The structure is 
rectangular in plan and evenly divided into two living units along a lateral northeast- 
southwest axis. The duplex is supported by a masonry foundation and rises to a simple 
gable roof. Single story wings terminating in gable roofs extend from the gable-ends of 
the main structural block. Entries to the respective living units are located at the 
northwest and southeast gable-ends. The symmetrical fenestration pattern is established 
by uniform, two-light-over-two-light sash windows set between cast concrete lintels and 
sills.

Building #62, Duplex. (c. 1960)

Building #62 is a single story, wood-frame duplex of contemporary Vernacular design. 
The structure is supported by a concrete slab foundation and rises to a simple gable roof. 
The building's roof line extends to form open, shed entry porches which span the western 
and eastern-most bays of the south elevation. Exterior building planes are sheathed in 
narrow weatherboarding defined by simple wooden cornerboards. The building's regular 
fenestration pattern is established by uniform, single-light, horizontal slider units 
set in aluminum frames.

Building #73, Storage Shed. (b. 1940)

Building #73 is a single story, storage shed constructed in 1940. The structure is 
supported by a concrete slab foundation and terminates in a gable roof clad in corrugated 
metal. The structure is of wood-frame construction. Wall planes are clad in corrugated 
metal panels attached directly to the building's frame. The building includes a single 
six-light, fixed sash window which is located in the gable-end of the rectangular plan 
building. The corresponding gable-end elevation includes a simple, wooden door enframed 
by a board frame.

Building #74, Shed. (b. 1944)

Building #74 is a single story, wood-frame storage shed constructed in 1944. The simple, 
utilitarian structure is supported by wood piers and rises to a gable roof sheathed in compo 
sition roofing. Exterior wall planes are clad in vertical board and batten and corrugated 
sheet metal.
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Building #75, Storage Building. (b. 1945)

Building #75 is a single story, wood-frame storage structure constructed in 1945. 
The building is supported by wood piers and rises to a shallow, gable roof clad in 
sheet metal panels. The exterior wall planes of the structure are sheathed in vertical 
board and batten. Building windows are nine-light, fixed sash units.

Building #76, Storage Building. (c. 1950)

Building #76 is a corrugated metal Quonset hut erected as a storage unit c. 1950. 
The structure is supported by wood piers and terminates in a round arch roof. All 
exterior building surfaces are clad in corrugated metal. The structure includes two- 
light, sliding sash windows.

Building #77, Storage Building. (c. 1950)

Building #77 is a corrugated metal Quonset hut identical in design to Building #76. 

Building #82, Garage. (c. 1950)

Building #82 is a single story, wood-frame garage constructed c. 1950. The single-bay 
structure is supported by a concrete foundation and terminates in a gable roof clad in 
composition roofing. Exterior wall planes are clad in narrow weatherboarding.

Building #85, Storage Building. (b. 1935)

Building #85 is a single story, wood-frame storage structure constructed in 1935 by 
the Stewart Carpentry Department. The structure is supported by a concrete slab foundation 
and terminates in a gable roof. Building planes are clad in asbestos shingles. The struc 
tured fenestration pattern incorporates six-light-over-six-light sash and four-light-over- 
fout-light sash. Alterations to this utilitarian building have compromised its integrity.

Building #107, Nunez Lodge. (b. 1963)

Building #107 is a one story, brick masonry dormitory constructed in 1963. The structure 
is of contemporary design and is incompatible with the design character of the Stewart Com 
plex. The structure is supported by a reinforced concrete foundation and terminates in a 
roof design combining flat and gabled forms. The structure utilizes a variety of aluminum 
framed windows.

Buildings #116, #117, #118, and #119, Cottages. (b. 1963)

Buildings #116, #117, #118, and #119 are contemporary, wood-frame dwellings added to the 
Stewart Complex in 1963. The four cottages are identical in design. All are single story 
dwellings supported by concrete slab foundations and rise to gable roofs marked by fasia 
boards. Exterior wall planes are stuccoed. Windows are aluminum single light slider units.
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Building #129, Pump House. (b. 1970)

Building #129 is a single story, wood-frame pump house constructed in 1970. The building 
is supported by a concrete slab foundation and terminates in a shallow gable roof. The ex 
terior walls of the building are sheathed in plywood sheets.

Building if/160, Gymnasium. (b. 1973)

Building #160 is a single story, masonry gymnasium constructed in 1973. The building is 
supported by a concrete slab foundation and rises to a flat, composition roof. Exterior 
building walls are concrete slab faced in multi-colored stone aggregate. Glazed, aluminum 
frame doors are found on the south elevation. The design of the gymnasium represents a 
sympathetic contemporary addition to the Stewart Complex.

Building #161, Water Treatment Building, (b. 1978)

Building #161 is a single story, concrete masonry utility building constructed in 1978. 
The structure terminates in a shallow gable roof. The structure lacks architectural 
distinction.
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Although average enrollment increased throughout most of Stewart's use, year-to-year 
attendance fluctuated dramatically in response to student reaction to School policy.

Superintendent Gibson opened the doors to the Stewart Institute with policies intended 
to educate Nevada's Native Americans and, more importantly, to assimilate them into White- 
American culture. Boys were required to cut and clean their hair. Students were expected 
to eat food such as beef with which they were unfamiliar. They were also required to speak 
English. All students were required to work at the School. Boys tended to the field sur 
rounding the School in order to grow food for use in the kitchen. Ostensibly, this was to 
teach farming techniques. Girls cleaned and cooked. Native customs were actively dis 
couraged. Students were prohibited from customary celebrations and dances accompanied by 
traditional music. The School also discouraged the practice of pre-marital sexual experi 
mentation through the segregation of boys and girls. Commonplace among Great Basin peoples, 
the practice provided adolescents with a chance to test the success of relationships before 
making long-term commitments.

Nearly all of these policies were met with resistence. For cultural reasons, boys sought 
to keep their long hair. Many of the students found the food at Stewart unpalatable and 
some returned home ill, complaining of being poisoned. Students disliked confining outhouses, 
Boys resisted showing girls the courtesies common in White culture. Students met the English 
language with less emotional objections, but the reality of transforming varying groups of 
native-speaking children into an orderly, English-speaking group of students was difficult. 
The acquisition of the English language progressed slowly, hampering progressions to higher 
levels of education. Teachers were forced to speak broken English to be understood and it 
was difficult to approach the subject material of a normal curriculum.

Student labor became an important issue during the second year of Stewart's operation. 
Students complained to their parents that they were forced to maintain fields and grow 
crops, tasks they felt had little to do with their education. Student enrollment dropped 
after the first year, largely over this issue.

Superintendent Gibson was, from the start, forced into a position of compromise. He 
hired local Washoe hunters to supply venison and vegetables which were more familiar to 
the students' palates. He allowed boys to keep long hair, provided that it. was clean. 
Student labor was restricted to those activities which provided the students with training 
intended to be useful in later life. In addition, students were allowed to keep profits 
from selling their art and leather work to tourists and local ranchers.

Initially, Gibson was able to enforce prohibitions against most native customs on the 
campus. Sexual activities remained against the rules throughout the history of the School. 
Dances and other native celebrations were also successfully discouraged in the early years. 
The history of the Stewart Indian School, however, was one of continual dialectic: 
directives from the Washington, B.C., office of the B.I.A. were implemented and negative 
Native American reaction necessitated compromise.
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Gibson's initial compromises and the desire by native peoples for "White" education 
resulted in an increased enrollment to almost two hundred in the School's third year. 
Conditions failed to improve to the expectations of the Native Americans, however. 
Graduated students failed to get satisfactory employment. In 1894, there was a general 
strike, and Gibson was forced, once again, to compromise. The situation seemed hopeless 
when it became clear that the curriculum could not change significantly because Gibson 
could not allow students to live according to native customs: such a compromise would 
have violated the central intent of the B.I.A. schools to assimilate Native Americans. 
In addition, Gibson could do nothing which would guarantee jobs for graduates.

Gibson accidentally found a solution to School morale problems in 1896 when he offered 
some ill-repaired musical instruments to a few students. A band formed and became a source 
of pride for the student body. Students strived to maintain good grades in order to remain 
members of the band, an attitude accentuated when uniforms were added. The drum section 
was the most popular with the students, and it became common to hear drummers "practicing" 
in the night. These practice sessions became the center of illicit native dances, but 
campus morale had improved so dramatically that Gibson did not interfere. In 1897, the band 
won first place in the Carson City Nevada Day parade. The following week, there were five 
hundred new applicants to Stewart.

The Stewart Marching Band remained an integral part of campus life throughout the 
remainder of the School's history. It serves as a symbol of the integration of diverse 
ambitions: students played "White" instruments and found in them an expression of pride 
in themselves and of their own culture.

In 1890, Stewart responded to a Federal directive calling for the militarization of all 
off-reservation Indian schools. Boys were required to dress in uniforms and drill. The 
program was a disaster: students given higher ranks used their status to punish others. 
Hazing became a problem and militarization promoted tribal conflicts: Paiutes and Shonshones 
stole weapons in order to perform raids on Washoe students. Within six months, the program 
was abandoned although other B.T.A. schools maintained the program until 1930. This serves 
as another example of Stewart T s administrators rejecting Federal policy in order to deal 
with Stewart*s unique situation.

In 1915, Stewart was visited by several Federal inspectors who found that conditions at 
the School were unsatisfactory. Additions to the original structures had left them unsafe, 
dark, and unsanitary. The inspectors recommended that the new superintendent, James R. 
Royce, abandon the original School structure as soon as possible. Royce initiated a new 
era of building. With enrollment grown to five hundred students, Royce made successful 
petitions for building funds. He moved or razed some of the older structures. In 1919, 
he died in the influenza epidemic, and so was unable to see his ambitions bear fruit.

Frederick Snyder was appointed the new Superintendent of Stewart Indian School and was 
responsible for its transformation into an architectural and horticultural showplace during 
his tenure from 1919 to 1934. There were fifty-three frame buildings on the Complex when 
Snyder took office. The dining hall had a capacity of only two hundred. In 1922, fire 
destroyed the wooden horse and dairy barns.
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In 1923, Snyder authorized the construction of a new dining hall made of sandstone 
blocks scavenged from a structure in Carson City. Throughout Snyder f s tenure, stone 
became the preferred building material. After building the dining hall, Snyder initiated 
a building program using colored native stone. Apparently, he was inspired by a chapel he 
had seen in Arizona.2 TO heighten the effect of the multi-colored stone work, a tuck 
pointing mixture of mortar and lampblack was used to outline each rock. This technique 
can be seen in the tooled and beaded mortar joints found throughout the Complex. Snyder 
integrated this construction campaign with Stewart f s education policies by providing 
students with "hands-on" experience in the building trades. Snyder f s building programs 
also integrated an architectural style which was sensitive to Stewart's western environment 
and the students' culture.

In 1933, Federal policy toward Native Americans radically changed. The Indian Reorgani 
zation Act of 1934 decreased Federal authority over Native peoples and provided increased 
opportunities. Policies tailored to local needs were seen as potentially more successful 
than monolithic directives from Washington, D.C. Self-determination and self-government 
were encouraged.

In reaction to the Act, the B.I.A. encouraged schools such as Stewart to promote classes 
in native cultures. Students were expected to study native crafts traditions as well as 
native languages and culture studies. The response to this revised curriculum at Stewart 
was ironic. Prior to the Act, Stewart's history of compromise had, in fact, produced a 
program designed for local needs. With the Act of 1934, official policy called for 
attention to native culture which had long been of native concern. Standardized curricu- 
lums proved difficult to develop, however. Paiute and Shoshone students objected to Washoe 
basket making classes. In fact, the Washoe are some of the best basket makers in North 
America. They traditionally displayed immense patience and talent in creating works of art. 
The Paiute and Shoshone students ruined large quantities of reeds and other materials because 
they lacked respect for or interest in the craft. Washoe students, on the other hand, did 
not work well with leather, a medium which the Paiutes and Shoshones enjoyed.

Students and parents also protested the new direction of the curriculum because they 
felt that education was their best chance toward success in the White world. Stewart had 
become a place to learn trades and White culture. It is ironic that after years of protest 
against attempts at forced assimilation, the students came to cherish that quality of 
Stewart just when policy from Washington, D.C., shifted in the other direction.

Alida Bowler, the first female Indian Agency Superintendent in the B.I.A., took charge 
of Stewart with the beginning of the Roosevelt years. She supervised the implementation 
of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 and the last extended building phase at Stewart 
that included native stone construction. Consistent with Stewart's history of compromising 
Federal policy, the School's "native culture" classes were made optional and students were 
once again allowed to participate in vocational classes, thereby learning trades which they 
could later market in the White world.
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Work conducted between 1934 and 1941 included construction throughout the campus. 
It also opened the area to the west of Wa-Pai-Shone Avenue as a staff and employee 
residential neighborhood.

In 1941, Stewart opened its doors to students from Idaho, Utah, California, and Oregon. 
In 1946, Navajos were added to the list of tribes represented at Stewart. Shortly after 
this, the last stone buildings were constructed at the School. Hugh 0. Tyler, teacher and 
supervisor of Vocational Education, came to the School in 1948 from a Chippewa reservation 
in northern Wisconsin. In 1956, with the assistance of regular School maintenance staff 
and School apprentices, he constructed buildings #37 and #61, both single story dwellings. 
Tyler trained some of the Navajo students in construction, thus continuing the tradition 
of vocational education.

In 1959 through 1963, students from many other tribes were brought to Stewart. The 
Hopis, Apaches, Pimas, Havasupai, Mojave, Walapai, Utes, Papagoes, Coropah, and Tewa were 
represented. Additional buildings were needed to house these students and to modernize 
the facility so a final phase of School construction was undertaken.

In 1980, Stewart Indian School was closed. Much of the site was subsequently deeded 
to the State of Nevada. The closure of Stewart is indicative of a national movement 
away from Native American boarding school operation. Since many B.I.A. schools have 
closed, the future of intact examples of such institutions is a concern.

For many western Native Americans, Stewart Indian School remains a significant symbol 
of the tribal interchange fostered by the School experience. Many friendships continued 
after graduation. The years of Stewart's operation eventually led to greater understanding 
among tribal groups. Steward Indian School continues to be a source of pride for former 
students. The Stewart Indian School Museum, located in Building #3, displays artifacts 
and documents illustrating the School's history and its role in Native American experience. 
This museum is operated by a Native American group.

Many of the alumni are actively interested in the School's preservation for its historical 
association and because they regard it as a symbol of Native American achievement and common 
cause.

The Stewart Indian School Historic District includes an exceptional collection of intact, 
masonry structures dating from the School's pre-World War II development. The District 
forms a unique and distinguishable entity characterized by similarities in scale, design, 
and materials. The District's architectural character can be attributed to the efforts of 
Frederick Snyder who served as School Superintendent from 1919 to 1934.

During Snyder's administration, a conscious effort was made to decentralize campus 
activities and establish an architectural identity for the School as a whole. He combined 
this concern for the built environment with equal attention to the site's landscape design. 
He sought a design mode which was practical, appropriate, and applicable to a variety of 
building types. An architectural program was developed which met these requirements 
through low-scale, simplified, symmetrical designs executed in multi-colored, random-bond, 
native stone laid in dark mortar. This use of materials combined with low-scale designs 
serves as the unifying characteristic of the present Complex.
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Stewart 's rural site and the types of structures erected to meet School demands were 
common to other B.I. A. boarding schools. The development of the site into a decentralized 
campus with its own architectural expression, however, derived from its environment to make 
the Stewart site unique among such institutions. The success of Snyder's architectural 
program was recognized by his successors as well as the Department of the Interior's 
Construction Division. In the years preceding World War II, Snyder's emphasis on building 
specialization, consistent materials, and quality construction were adapted specifically 
to the Stewart site from often-standardized Construction Division design.

1. Jackson, Nicholas D. A History of the Stewart Indian School, M.A. Thesis, 
University of Nevada, Reno, 1969, p. 100.

2. Based on an interview with Snyder which appeared in the Reno Evening Gazette, 
January 27, 1962, p. 2.
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That real property lying and situated in Carson City, Nevada, and more particularly 
described as being a portion of the S% of the SEk; of Section 32 Township 15 North, 
Range 20 East MDB&M and a portion of the N*5 of the NEH; of Section 5, Township 14 
North, Range 20 East MDB&M and more fully described by metes and bounds as follows, 
to wit:

Beginning at the intersection of the South 1/16 line of Section 32 Township 15 North, 
Range 20 East MDB&M with the westerly right-of-way line of the Virginia and Truckee 
Railroad right-of-way (abandoned), said point of the intersection bears North 36° OO 1 54" 
West 1651.43 feet from the South east corner of Section 32, Township 15 North, Range 20 
East MDB&M: thence along the westerly right-of-way lone South 21° 30' 35" East 2252.75 
feet, thence South 01° 03* 14" West 508.51 feet to an intersection with the North 1/16 
line of Section 5, Township 14 North, Range 20 East MDB&M; thence along said North 1/16 
line North 89° 16' 53" West 297.89 feet to a point in the centerline of Cleer Creek; 
thence along the centerline of Clear Creek the following 21 courses:
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to the intersection with the westerly line of the NE% of Section 5 Township 14 North, 
Range 20 East MDB&M; along said westerly line North 00° 50' 31" East 475.77 feet; thence 
North 0° 41' 52" East 1318.97 feet to the intersection with the South 1/16 line of 
Section 32, Township 15 North, Range 20 East MDB&M; thence along said 1/16 line South 
89° 06 f 59" East 1664.03 feet to the point of beginning; said parcel contains an area 
of 109.5200 acres more or less.
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Boundary Justification

The above boundary description reflects the original 109 acres encompassed by the 
Stewart Indian School. The above resurvey of the original parcel was completed as 
part of a comprehensive site inventory undertaken for this National Register nomination 
and is key to the accompanying parcel and USGS maps. The original 109 acres include the 
complete built and landscape resources associated with the school. The district is 
distinguished .from the surrounding area by high desert to the south and by recent 
residential development to the north, east and west.
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